Vision Technologies

VERISENS®
APPLICATION DESCRIPTION:

FLAW DETECTION,
MACHINED METAL
BACKGROUND AND CONCLUSION
A major manufacturer of automotive components needs to inspect for defects present in machined metal
parts. These defects may be chips that occur mainly in the inner channel or plating defects that appear
mainly in the outer channel. Parts are presently being inspected automatically, but a concern is a high rate
of both false rejects and false acceptances, causing the re-inspection of parts with the associated
additional costs. Although in production both the
top and bottom of the part are inspected, testing
described in this document were performed only on
the top.
Figure 1 is a picture of the product. The part outside
diameter is approximately 19mm; the inside
diameter is approximately 5mm (the blacked area in
the center of the part is a 5mm screw used for
positioning during test). A series of channels has
been machined into the part, creating two primary
areas. The annotations on Figure 1, “I” and “O”
designate the two areas of concern, the inner ring (I)
and
the outer ring (O). Note a series of concentric
FIGURE 1
rings. These rings represent varying heights of the part, not the areas of concern. The varying reflectances
of the rings and the varying part finishes are factors in determining the robustness of a replacement for
the existing systems.
The conclusion of the testing is that that defects in both the inner ring and the outer ring can be detected
using one VeriSens®, however the high-resolution vision sensor and a Dual On Axis Light (DOAL) are
preferred.
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Note: Since the original writing of this document the customer has experienced undesirable results from
his currently installed system. Variables in part finish were causing an unacceptable number of false
rejects. A second evaluation with those parts and a telecentric lens and a DOAL was performed; those
images appear in Figures 2 and 3. It was determined that the additional samples were able to be
inspected satisfactorily with the optimized lighting and lens. The remaining images in this discussion
below were not acquired with optimized lighting and lens and are for illustration purposes only.

FIGURE 2: TWO PART FINISHES, DOAL AND TELECENTRIC LENS

FIGURE 3: DOAL AND TELECENTRIC LENS
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INSPECTION STATION OVERVIEW
Figure 2 is a picture of the test configuration. A Baumer VeriSens®
equipped with a 1.3 Megapixel image sensor and a 50mm lens
with 8mm of extension tube captures and processes images of the
part. The Working Distance (WD) is approximately 13.5” with a
Field of View (FOV) of approximately 7/8”. Illumination is a 4” ring
light consisting of an array of infrared (IR) LEDs. WD of the ring
light is approximately 10”.
Testing was performed on a population of twenty-eight (28) parts,
fourteen (14) of which were designated defective. Of the 14
defective parts twelve (12) contained chips in the inner ring and
two (2) had plating defects in the outer ring.
VeriSens® setup/ configuration are performed with a PC over an
Ethernet connection. Once configuration is performed, VeriSens®
operates as a stand-alone sensor and the PC is not required. Up to
255 configuration recipes (“jobs”) can be stored on the sensor.
VeriSens has 5 digital inputs and 5 digital outputs. These are used
FIGURE 4
for such functions as image acquisition, job selection, part reject,
etc.

FOUR SETUP STEPS
The four steps to setting up VeriSens are:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Adjust Image
Check Features
Configure Interfaces
Activate VeriSens

Each of these steps is described in detail below as applicable to this inspection application.

STEP 1: ADJUST IMAGE
Step 1 is establishing proper part positioning and lighting. For nearly all machine vision applications it is
necessary that the physical alignment among the illumination, the VeriSens® and the part be such that the
light reflected from the part isolate the defects to be detected. In this application, due to the reflectivity
of the part, that relationship is especially critical.
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Lighting for this inspection is from the top at a high angle. This allows the part surfaces perpendicular to
the image sensor to reflect the maximum light, while defects in the surface tend to reflect light away. The
result is a contrast that the vision sensor can detect.
Figure 3 illustrates a good part. Note the bright
and dark rings. Because the light source is at a
high angle, the bright rings indicate those
surfaces most perpendicular to the image
sensor. The dark rings are surfaces not
perpendicular to the image sensor where the
light is reflected away. Because the light source
is not exactly at the same angle as the image
sensor, a bit of leeway exists regarding the
height of the light source, causing a “sweet
spot” when attempting to detect among a
variety of defects. In the opinion of the test
engineer, a Dual On Axis Light source
(unavailable at time of this test) would be the
ideal solution for this application.
Note also that for some rings the brightness is
greatest at the center and diminishes at the
edges. This indicates a rounding of that surface. A DOAL would not compensate for this.

FIGURE 5: GOOD PART

Because lighting is so critical to this application it is suggested that the sample parts be sent to Metaphase
Technologies, a machine vision lighting company for the optimal lighting solution.

STEP 2: CHECK FEATURES
Step 2 is where the proper software tools are selected to perform the
inspection. For this application three (3) software tools were applied.
Note: there is a maximum of 32 features per job, so the addition of
more software tools is possible.
The first software tool applied was the “Part Locate on Circle” Tool.
This appears as the first two green lines beginning at the center of the
part (see Part Figures). The Locate Tool repositions subsequent
software tools dynamically to compensate for shifts in part location.
Because the part had some positional displacement on the test
FIGURE 6: INNER RING BAD (1)

fixture (5mm screw), this tool was necessary- this especially as the
positioning tolerance of the subsequent tools was very tight.
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The second software tool applied was the “Count Area” Tool. This
tool detects areas of a preselected gray scale and size. In this
instance the tool was configured to detect dark areas (gray scale
threshold <= 32 with an area greater than 10 pixels. Figures 4 and 5
illustrate typical results for this tool.
The sample set of 12 parts was tested repeatedly and this
methodology was found to be very robust. Each part was
interchanged four (4) times in varying rotations and in all instances
the defect was detected. Significantly, during this testing phase at

FIGURE 5: INNER RING BAD (2)

no time was a false acceptance encountered.
The third software tool applied was also a “Count Area” Tool. The
defects detected at the Outer Ring were more subtle than those of
the Inner Ring. For this tool a gray scale value of <= 72 and an area
filter of 10+ pixels were applied. This methodology was tested in a
similar fashion as the parts with Inner Circle defects. The results
with the filters above resulted in detecting all defects but with a 1
out of 3 false reject of good parts tested under similar conditions.
FIGURE 6: OUTER RING BAD (1)

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the Outer Ring software tool results. Note
that the defects occur at the inner portion of the Outer Ring. This
area was partially shaded at its inner and outer extents due to the
angle of the ring light, so the usable defect detection area was
quite small.
In all cases where 100 inspection of the 14 good parts resulted in
no false rejects, half of the outer ring defects were not detected.
Results of this inspection are a compelling argument for both a
DOAL and a higher (2 Megapixel) sensor.
FIGURE 7: OUTER RING BAD (2)

STEP 3: CONFIGURE INTERFACES
Step 3 is to configure the outputs. VeriSens® has 5 digital inputs and 5 digital outputs. If desired, one of
five digital outputs can be assigned to provide a signal corresponding to an acceptable result from any
software tool. Additionally, a TCP/IP connection can transmit an ASCII string to a supported device (PC or
PLC) with the actual value of the software tool result.
The information contained in this document is the intellectual property of Baumer USA, Ltd. Any use of this
information without the express permission of Baumer USA, Ltd. is prohibited.
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STEP 4: ACTIVATE VERISENS
Step 4 is to simply download the configuration parameters to the VeriSens®. The job may also be stored
on the configuration PC prior to activation. Once activated, VeriSens functions as a stand-alone sensor
and the PC can be disconnected.
Figure 8 Illustrates the VeriSens GUI, showing the inspection steps.

FIGURE 8: VERISENS GUI

OPERATION
In normal operation, the part to be inspected travels into the inspection work cell where its presence is
detected with the photoelectric detector or known by the PLC. The part in place signal triggers the
inspection. This sequence includes the strobe light trigger (from VeriSens®’ integral strobe controller),
image acquisition and image processing. The Locate Tool used during testing may not be required in
production. The Area Tools detect the presence of the defects. Digital outputs are sent to the PLC
indicating whether parts are conforming or not.
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DELIVERABLES (SUPPLIED BY SOLUTIONS PROVIDER)
A typical system would consist of the following:
•

Baumer VeriSens® XC-100: VC XC100M20X00EP

•

Baumer Connector Cable for power and I/O: ESG 34JP0200G Flying Lead

•

Baumer Ethernet cable: KSG34A/KSG45AP0200G/E

•

Metaphase DOAL light source
NOTE: STROBE CONTROLLER NOT REQUIRED- INCLUDED WITHIN VERISENS XC SERIES SENSOR

•

Telecentric Lens: VS-TCM022-150/S by VST America

•

Engineering and documentation (by others)

•

Installation and training (by others)

A budget estimate for an inspection station such as this is approximately $9500 US.
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CONTACT
Baumer USA, Ltd.
Mike Labieniec
mlabieniec@baumer.com
(978) 258-1626
Baumer,Ltd. USA
Pete Kepf, Field Application Engineer
pkepf@baumer.com
865-518-1985
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GLOSSARY
Back Lighting

Lighting technique in which the light source and the
camera are on the same side of the part to be inspected.

Contrast

Measured in grayscale (Black = 0; white = 255).
A minimum contrast must be present in order to
differentiate a feature from its background.

BACKLIGHT

Dual On Axis Light

(DOAL) On Axis illumination uses beam splitting
techniques to enable the illumination to be
positioned between the camera and the object
so that the camera is situated behind the light.
Note: Due to light loss in the beam splitter the
unit generally needs to be positioned as close as
possible to the object.

Edge Detection

A software tool that calculates the gradient location across a pixel matrix based
upon the difference between the grayscale values. Typically, a nearest line fit is
calculated across several pixels within the maximum gradient and this line is
determined to be the edge.

Feature Extraction

The ability of machine vision software to separate a feature from
its background and determine some attribute (area, brightness,
etc.)

Camera

Light Source

Front (or Top)
Lighting

Lighting technique in which the light source and the camera are
on the same side of the part to be inspected.
Part

FRONT LIGHTING
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Optical Character
Recognition (OCR)

The ability of machine vision software to determine the value of a string of
previously unknown characters.

Optical Character
Verification (OCV)

The ability of machine vision software to determine whether or not the value of
a string of previously taught characters matches the current image.

Resolution

Measured in Units of measure per pixel.
Field of View ÷ minimum number of pixels on the sensor. For example, a 1”
FOV with a VGA sensor has a resolution of approximately .002”
Resolution = FOV/pixels Resolution = 1”/480
Resolution =.002”/ pixel
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